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Dear Employees and Partners!
We are putting into your hands a compressed
knowledge of M-TECH’s activities in the first
quarter of 2021. You will find here knowledge
about automotive lighting, interesting facts and
product news, as well as graphic inspirations!
We hope that our publication will appeal to you
and bring you closer to the heart of our company.
In M-TECH quarterly we educate, inform and
entertain!
We invite you to read!
M-Tech Marketing Team

www.m-tech.pl
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Our achivments

We start 2021 with unusual achievements on the Polish
business scene. For the fourth time we have become laureates
of the Polish ranking and received the title of the Business
Gazelle 2020, which confirms the power and quality of the
M-Tech brand. In addition, the Polish respected daily “Puls

THIS IS OUR
JOINT SUCCESS

Biznesu” confirms the affiliation of M-Tech Company to the
elite club of Business Gazelles - a prestigious group of reliable
and dynamic companies from the sector of small and mediumsized enterprises.
The Business Gazele Award is a title associated with

2020, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, was a very difficult

authority, entrepreneurship and a great recommendation, that

time for everyone. It was a year full of challenges and

is of significant importance in business relation with existing

uncertainty, which is why your support was more important

and future partners, both on domestic and international

than ever!

arena. It is a hallmark of well-managed, reliable, honest and
financially sound companies.

Additionally, for the second time, we have received the

The relationships we have built over the
years made it possible to achieve this
mutual success and obtain the unusual
and prestigious titles in these difficult
times.

prestigious Forbes Diamond title. Forbes Diamonds is an
annual ranking of companies that have rapidly increased their
values over the past three years on the Polish scene of the
best entrepreneurs. Receiving the award confirms that we as
M-Tech belong to the Diamond group - dynamically developing
companies maintaining high efficiency, effectiveness and
efficiency of the company. We present a good business model,
we are credible and we skillfully use innovations to strengthen
our own value.
Thank you!
Dear Partners - you are the driving force of M-Tech!
The relationships we have built over the years made it
possible to achieve this mutual success and obtain the unusual
and prestigious titles in these difficult times. We solemnly
promise that we will do everything we can to make 2021 - the
post-covid time - a year full of opportunities, challenges and
successes for you and for us.
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M-TECH SUPPORTS
POLISH SCHOOL AND
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
PROJECTS!
The cycling season is on the horizon!
We present young athletes from the Stajnia Rowerowa
(Bicycle Stable), whom together with INTER CARS company,
we strongly support

photo Stajnia Rowerowa

We are impressed and wish you only more success!

Vocational Training Center in Łęczyca
We hope that our inspection lamps will facilitate the work
and training of students through providing a perfect lighting
in the workshops. We support Polish education by supplying
them with the necessary lighting products.
We wish you continued success!

photo Vocational Training Center in Łęczyca
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THE MOST IMPORTANT
PREMIERE OF THE YEAR

REVOLUTION IN THE LED RETROFIT SEGMENT
The statistics show that with each year the average age of a

In case of factory LED spotlights, there is no equal value

car in Poland is decreasing, at the moment it is about 13 years.

determining the power of these lights. They vary depending

In practice, this means that every year more and more cars
are on our roads, relatively new, i.e. equipped with the latest
technologies.
Although it is possible to multiply modern safety systems

on the manufacturer and model.
What is more, LEDs give car manufacturers the possibility to
model the lights in such a way as to make maximum use of the
entire light output.

- systems that reduce the level of emissions or improve

As a result, with similar power of light sources and with similar

the comfort of travel. The important role played by light

or sometimes lower light flux, we get a much more effective

installations in LED technology can’t be denied.

range of headlights and brightness of lights. Furthermore, the

One of the aspects for which LED technology is used is much
lower energy consumption compared to ordinary light bulbs,
which is simply ecology, and another important parameter
distinguishing LED from halogen, is brightness and effective
range of light.
Personally, I do not claim that xenon lights are gone - for more
than 20 years they have been considered as a determinant
of quality and comfort of driving at night or in conditions of
limited visibility. Most of the time they were offered as an
option in higher class cars or as an expensive equipment
option. However, now they have to give way to LED lights on
the podium.
In discharge lamps, the D1S xenon bulb has a light output of
about 3000 lumens, which is on average twice as high as in an
H7 halogen bulb.
Education & expert QUARTERLY January - March 2021

cost of LED installation itself is much lower than in the case of
xenon and allows these lights to be available already in lower
segment car models often as standard equipment.
Xenon lights gave birth to a new segment of accessories, i.e.
sets designed to convert halogen headlights into xenon. Over
the years, such a solution has gained a wide range of fans who,
seeing a revolutionary change in comfort and driving safety
at dusk, are constantly looking for solutions that can improve
light performance. The natural step was to create LED retrofits
as replacements for traditional halogen bulbs.
M-TECH company in its offer has 3 series of popular
“LED sets”. Gathering experience and following the needs
of the market, M-TECH’s R&D department has prepared a
completely new, flagship series of LED retrofits designed
to convert halogen lighting - LSPRO. It combines all the best

www.m-tech.pl
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features of both traditional light bulbs with the efficiency and
durability of LED technology.
The biggest problem that LED lamps struggle with is high
temperature. This applies to all factory headlights in top class
cars as well as simple, single LED bulbs. Temperature is an
inseparable parameter and the durability of the lamp depends
on the quality of applied LEDs in the lamp, and whether the
temperature from these diodes is effectively dissipated.
M-TECH LSPRO retrofits have already traditionally used
OSRAM LEDs, which are characterized by the highest
efficiency of lumens from 1 watt of power consumed. What
is more, thanks to their high quality, they do not generate
too high temperatures, which could shorten the product life.
M-Tech LSPRO H7

The heat generated as a result of the work (similarly as in the
case of factory mounted LED spotlights) in M-TECH LSPRO
is dissipated through an innovative Active Air system with
an active fan. The extensive air duct network dramatically
increases the radiation surface area, which is supported
by a fan with a maximum airflow of 5m3 and is mounted on
Japanese bearings. Such an extensive active system guarantees
a lifetime even under difficult operating conditions, such as a
heated engine compartment.
OSRAM LEDs are also a pleasant white light with a maximum
color temperature of 5700 K. Thanks to the refined geometry
and perfectly set focal length, the M-TECH LSPRO retrofits
work perfectly with reflectors in halogen headlights, which
results in an extended beam light range, while protecting

Canbus system have been installed to prevent the detection
of faults in burnt-out bulbs. In addition, the voltage stabilizer
installed in the controller allows the input current in the range
from 9 up to 16 Volts, which effectively prevents such frequent
overvoltages that occur in automotive electrical installations.
The LSPRO series is a demonstration of the capabilities of
engineers and experts from the R&D department of M-TECH,
who, using their knowledge, experience and the best available
elements, constantly work on developing and improving all
products available in the M-TECH offer.
Dawid Bystroń
Product Manager

against unwanted glare of other traffic participants.
In order to facilitate the installation and thus improve
the versatility of LSPRO retrofits, the R&D department of
M-TECH, based on its experience, designed the frame itself
and the elements of these LED bulbs to be as compact as
possible to fit into even the smallest headlamp housings and
can be easily installed. The Active Air system together with the
entire heatsink and fan does not exceed 40 mm in width, which
puts the M-TECH flagship at the forefront of compact LED
sets. What is more, the removable metal mounting ring, which
is slabo the base of the bulb, makes it easier to fix retrofits in
the headlamp, especially where the bulb is fastened with a
traditional wire.
The old sets for the conversion of lights to xenon required the
installation of additional equipment in the form of converters,
necessary for the proper operation of the gas-discharge lamps.
In the case of LSPRO LED sets the installation is absolutely
non-invasive.

There is also no need to install additional

devices. To make the retrofit compatible with the diagnostic
system in vehicles, EMC, EMI modules and an advanced

www.m-tech.pl
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MEET THE NEW RANGE OF
INSPECTION LAMPS - M-TECH PRO!
M-TECH proposes a new quality in the inspection lamp
segment.
Workshop lighting is one of the fastest growing segments
of automotive accessory lighting. The emergence of LED
technology has only accelerated this process. M-TECH is, as
always, one step ahead of the competition!
M-TECH PRO is the new debut range which at the moment
includes three reliable inspection lamps.

This means that we do not have to click several times to turn
off the lamp, which can be irritating in regular use. Another
advantage is the ability to adjust the intensity of light. The
lamps have a unique protection system against overcharging
and discharging (overcharging protection system).

WHAT FEATURES DISTINGUISH
EACH MODEL?

The models introduced to the range: ILPRO103, ILPRO105

ILPRO105 is distinguished by a flexible head (the luminous

and ILPRO109 are innovative and professional workshop

part is mounted on a flexible element connecting it with the

lamps from the latest M-TECH PRO lamp line.

rest of the lamp) and the ability to maneuver the entire lamp

The products are IP54 certified, which makes them
waterproof, while the housing remains resistant to dirt. In
addition, the mechanical resistance class IK08 protects them
against external mechanical impacts - thus positively affecting
the durability of the device and safety of use.

by 360 degrees around its axis. Application of these two
solutions allows you to freely adjust the light beam, providing
comfort of work even in the most inaccessible places. In
addition, the lamp is equipped with a brightness regulator
(dimmer), so you can reduce its intensity in places where it is
not needed. Furthermore, it is equipped with a LED battery

It is worth noting the highest quality materials used in the

status indicator that allows you to control the battery charge

production of the new lamps, which have been adjusted to

level. The product is equipped with a micro USB charging

withstand even the toughest working conditions, which are

function and emits a flashing light signal - warning you before

everyday life of most users of this type of products.

the battery is completely discharged.

A practical and innovative solution is the use of an intelligent

ILPRO109 is currently the most powerful handheld

switch-off system - after 10 seconds from turning the lamp on

workshop lamp on the market. Thanks to the use of OSRAM

and switching it to a convenient mode, one click switches it off.

light sources, we get a strong, uniform light output of up to

Education & expert QUARTERLY January - March 2021
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ILPRO103

ILPRO105

ILPRO109

Main light: 5W / up to 600 Lm

Main light: 5W / up to 500 Lm

Working time: 3h

Working time: 3h - 20h

Working time: 4h

Headlight: 2W / up to 200 Lm

Headlight: 2W / up to 200 Lm

Headlight: 2W / up to 200 Lm

Working time: 7h

Working time: 8h

Working time: 10h

Battery: 3.7V 2500mAh Li-ion

Battery: 3.7V 2500mAh Li-ion

Battery: 3.7V 5000mAh Li-ion

Charging time: 4h

Charging time: 4h

Charging time: 4h

IP certiﬁcate: IP54

IP certiﬁcate: IP54

IP certiﬁcate: IP54

Lifespan: up to 50.000h

Lifespan: up to 50.000h

Lifespan: up to 50.000h

Color: up to 5700K

Color: up to 6500K

Color: up to 5700K

Voltage: 100 - 240V

Voltage: 100 - 240V

Voltage: 100 - 240V

Material:Polycarbonate + Metal

Material:ABS + Metal

Material:Polycarbonate + ABS +
Metal (heat sink in the housing)

facebook.com/mtechpoland

1100 lumens for the main function and up to 200 lumens for
the auxiliary function, which, with a 5000mAh battery, allows
for up to 8 hours of continuous operation. In addition, the
lamp is equipped with two strong magnets, a 360-degree hook
and a separate button to reduce the light output to 50%. The

9

Main light: 10W / up to 1100 Lm

www.m-tech.pl

It is worth noting the highest quality materials
used in the production of the new lamps,
which have been adjusted to withstand even
the toughest working conditions, [...]

product is equipped with a jack charging function and emits
a flashing light signal - warning you when the battery is fully
discharged.

ILPRO103 is the most powerful, handy pocket lamp with an
incomparable ratio of lumens to its dimensions. Thanks to the
use of OSRAM LEDs we get the light output up to 600 lumens.
An additional element is a belt clip and built-in magnet for easy
use. The product is equipped with a Jack charging function
and emits a flashing light signal - warning when the battery is
completely discharged.

www.m-tech.pl

Autor: M-Tech Team
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EFFICIENCY, EFFECTIVENESS,
SOMETIMES FASHION
OR JUST PLAIN ECONOMY.
photo Adobe Stock

These are just some of the arguments thanks to which the

manner that the product meets the standards according to

popularity of LED is constantly growing. Electroluminescent

ECE R10 regulations. It also states that the product does not

technology, availability of many solutions in the field of

emit electromagnetic fields that could in any way interfere

electronic components, forms and parameters of LEDs give

with other electrical devices in the vehicle. However, if you

manufacturers the possibility to invent new applications

intend to use this type of auxiliary lighting on the road, it is

for LED lamps and constantly expand the range of offered

worth ensuring that the lights comply with the standards and

products.

are approved in accordance with ECE regulations R23 for

No matter what model of lights we are interested in and what

reversing lights.

application we have planned for them, we must remember

Long-range headlights, sometimes called “driving lights”

about the legality of this solution. If we are installing work

and more commonly known as “halogens”, are a kind of cult

lights, the situation is not very complicated, because these

accessory on every truck. The powerful lamps have a kinds

kinds of lights do not meet the standards to be approved for

of peculiarity that encourages many to install them in their

road traffic, so using them as road lights can result in a fine,

cars, not necessarily trucks. While the road homologation of

or even loss of vehicle registration document. Users who

these lamps according to ECE regulation R112 is a matter

plan to buy this type of lights often fall prey to sellers who

of course, there are still a few things to pay attention to.

mention in their product descriptions that the lights offered

The reference number is also an important marking for

are homologated. Thanks to such a simple and clever play

the approval. This indicated the luminous intensity value.

on words and the homologation markings indicated on the

There are fixed values: 7.5; 10; 12.5; 17.5; 20; 25; 27.5; 30;

lamp, it might seem that such a lamp can be used on public

37.5; 40; 45; 50 per headlamp. The number indicating the

roads without any problems. Well, the truth is a bit different.

parameter of a given headlamp should be included in the

The seller, while providing information about the alleged

approval markings. According to the EU regulations, a car

approvals, does not write anything about the road approval

equipped with additional road lighting cannot have more

and thus he can also refute any later accusations, because the

than 4 luminous points and the sum of the reference numbers

information is still true. This approval only informs in a cursory

cannot be higher than 100 or the value of the light intensity

Education & expert QUARTERLY January - March 2021
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or slightly whiter light, but it should be remembered that even
if the colour of light is within the limits of approval, this filter
stops some of the light and the light emitted by our halogens
will be less bright. It is analogous with the use of long-range
lamps, the shade of which has been discoloured blue. The
power of those filters, that is their deep blue colour, not only
often exceeds the standards of the approved light colour, but
it albo limits the light emission.
The range of accessory lamps available on the market is very
extensive and includes quite a few models from each group.
You can choose among models differing in performance as
emitted in total by these headlights cannot exceed 480 lux. If

well as aesthetic values. However, before making a purchase,

this value is exceeded, the light must be covered according to

it is worth considering carefully what our expectations are,

the regulations. It is not enough to have an additional switch

and then when choosing lamps, take into account compliance

in the cab to deactivate the operation of this lamp, because

of the chosen configuration with traffic regulations, and it will

according to the regulations a lamp that is “permanently

certainly save a lot of complications.

switched off” but is uncovered is inoperative.
With regard to the light sources that are used in long-range
lamps, until recently, almost only halogen bulbs were used.

Dawid Bystroń
Product Manager

From time to time you can find accessory discharge lamps,
i.e. popular “xenons”. At the moment, LED lamps are the most
frequently purchased due to their increased efficiency and
attractive appearance. Moreover, these lamps are mostly
found on the market at a more affordable price than traditional
halogens.
Despite the ever-increasing popularity of LED lamps, there
are still plenty of drivers on the road who opt for traditional
solutions. In the case of conventional driving lamps, which
work on the basis of a car bulb, you also have to pay attention
to another homologation issue. While all the parameters
mentioned above are equally important, it is necessary to

photo M-Tech

check whether the bulb used is also road approved. The
parameters for automotive bulbs are defined by the ECE R37
regulation, where one of the specified parameters is the light
colour and this is set at 4200K. Although bulb manufacturers
offer light sources on the market, which are supposed to
reproduce the effect of xenon lamps, the use of such bulbs
completely excludes the legality of the lamp. The same applies
to more and more common LED retrofits, i.e. replacements of
traditional light bulbs. Solutions of this type do not meet any
European standards at the moment and are not allowed to be
used as a source of light in headlights either. However, what
if we really want to make the appearance and lighting effect
of our halogens more attractive? There are models of halogen
bulbs available on the market with a special coating applied to
the glass bulb. This type of filter, depending on the model of
the bulbs, may give an advantage in the form of a cold glow

www.m-tech.pl
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WHAT FEATURES
SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED
WHEN CHOOSING
A WORKSHOP
LAMP?
Expert comment

Portable workshop lights, also known as inspection lights, are
one of the fastest growing segments of automotive accessory
lighting. The advent of LED technology has only accelerated
this process.
Accurate workplace lighting is the basis for efficient and safe
operation. This applies both to mechanics and DIY enthusiasts
in the garage and workshop, but not only. In such a situation, a
reliable and indispensable is a powerful workshop lamp, which
can be used to spotlight components that need repair, making
photo M-Tech

it easier to diagnose the cause of failure.
Below I will try to answer the question “What features
should I consider when choosing a workshop lamp?”
The most important features when choosing portable
inspection lamps are light efficiency, durability and mobility.
This has long been known to the best automotive
manufacturers, where workshop lamps are becoming
increasingly important in their offer.

First, the luminous flux…
The most important feature to pay attention during choosing
workshop lamps are the light sources used, which have a direct
impact on the luminous flux. Until recently, the main source
of light was a tungsten filament bulb enclosed in a metal
shield. Currently, the market is dominated by lamps made in
LED technology, which are characterised by high efficiency
and low failure rate. There are three basic LED sources used
in the production of workshop lamps: flux, COB and SMD.
Leading manufacturers are increasingly turning to the SMD
technology, which allows them to obtain the best efficiency
from 1W giving an advantage over the other two. For some
time now, lamps which contain branded diodes guaranteeing
the highest quality have been appearing on the market.

Education & expert QUARTERLY January - March 2021

Thanks to such a solution, we can obtain a much stronger
luminous flux than the previously mentioned two technologies.
Currently, the most common values on the market in
workshop lamps are between 200lm and 500lm. Recently,
however, hand-held, compact workshop lamps have appeared
on the market, in which this value reaches even 1100 lumens
- beating models available for a long time in automotive shops
and wholesalers.

Secondly, durability…
A very important element when choosing workshop lamps
are the materials used in the production process, which have
a direct impact on the durability of the products inself. The
majority of portable light sources available on the market are
based on ABS or plastic materials, which are not the most
durable. Recently, manufacturers have started to turn towards
higher-end materials. In shops and automotive wholesalers
you can already find products created on the basis of, for
example, metal or polycarbonate components. The use of such
components significantly affects the quality and durability
of the products, and thus allows us to enjoy longer use in
difficult conditions, which, as we know, are the everyday life of
portable workshop lamps.
www.m-tech.pl
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For this reason, a very important element in the choice should
be the class of water resistance and mechanical resistance at a
minimum level of IP54 and IK08.
The IP54 certification protects against water intrusion inside
the lamp, while the housing remains resistant to contaminants
such as dust and dirt. Whereas, mechanical strength class
IK08 protects it against external impacts and mechanical
damage (the lamp can withstand a fall of an object weighing
1700 g from a height of 29,5 cm) - thus affecting the durability

photo M-Tech

of the device and safety of use.
among the leaders of this segment of lighting, there are more
and more lamps in which this value is higher. Some models
Thirdly, the battery…

available on the market can boast values up to 5000mAh. The

Another element to pay attention to is the capacity of the

use of batteries with such a capacity allows for a significant

battery. On the market the most popular are lamps with

extension of the operating time of a given lamp, which has a

capacity of the cell in the range of 2200mAh - 2600mAh.

direct impact on the comfort of use.

However, in the offer of companies which can be counted

One more point is important, namely the additional elements.
The practical hook and strong magnets allow to place the lamp
almost in every possible place making work much easier and
directly influencing its quality. It is also important that the
workshop lamp guarantees the possibility of regulating the
light angle in any range.
In conclusion, the product features presented above are of
key importance when selecting a suitable portable workshop
lamp. The offer of products from this group is very wide on
the market so before making the final choice it is worth to
consider what expectations should be met by the appropriate
lamp for us. However, it does not change the fact that light
efficiency, durability and battery capacity have a direct impact
on comfort, safety and quality of work.

Bartłomiej Szternal
Product Manager

photo M-Tech
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT DISCHARGE LAMPS
The desire to move freely has accompanied people, basically

The range of xenon bulbs, found in factory installations, is not

from the very beginning. Newer and newer means of

as wide as in the case of halogen bulbs, but all are available

locomotion have accelerated the development of civilisation,

from M-TECH, one of the leaders in the automotive lighting

making travel farther, faster and cheaper. Technological

industry. The list of the most popular models counts just 8

progress has made cars widely available, and the multitude of

items. Tje first noticeable difference is the integrated box

vehicles on the road has created new challenges for vehicle

with additional electronics in D1 xenon bulbs. The second

manufacturers, not only economically, but also those related

difference is the aperture printed on the xenon bulb in models

to improving comfort and safety of travelling. Lighting has

marked with the “R” designation. This is necessary to ensure

accompanied vehicles for decades, constantly evolving

that headlights without lenses do not dazzle oncoming drivers.

and introducing new technologies, each time pushing the

Similarly, M-TECH D1R, M-TECH D2R Basic and Premium are

performance benchmark to a whole new level. The real leap

for reflector lamps and M-TECH D1S, M-TECH D2S Basic and

came in 1991, when BMW presented a 7 series model with

Premium are for projector headlamps, i.e. those with a lens.

headlights equipped with metal halide discharge lamps,

With time, additional models of xenon bulbs appeared, but in

or popularly known as xenons. The increase in visible light

a slightly more ecological version - D3 and D4. These xenon

emission compared to the most efficient halogen bulbs made

bulbs are similar in appearance to those previously presented,

xenon lamps synonymous with safety and comfort during

but are electrically different, and the gas mixture is mercury-

night travel. A powerful light beam with a colour temperature

free. The difference in voltage during stabilised operation is

close to daylight better illuminated road signs and lines on the

less than half and amounts to 42V. This makes D1 and D3

road, both when driving on dry and wet pavements.

and D2 and D4 xenon bulbs relatively not interchangeable.

A xenon discharge lamp works on the principle of an electric
arc between electrodes surrounded by xenon gas containing
additionally metal salts from the halogen group. An integral
part of the xenon installation is the converter. Among other
things, it has a built-in igniter that generates the 23kV needed
to produce a discharge and start the lamp. When the arc
stabilizes and the gas heats up brightening up considerably,
the voltage drops to 85 V - this is the operating voltage for
the two most popular models of xenon bulbs - D1 and D2.
Education & expert QUARTERLY January - March 2021

The newest xenon bulbs on the market are the D5S and
D8S models. These are designed to reduce the cost of factory
installations in cars. With a reduced wattage from 35W to
25W, they emit a light value similar to halogen bulbs. Both
new xenon bulb models are also available in M-TECH’s
Premium Xenon range. The use of these xenon bulbs relieves
manufacturers of the need for headlight washers and
a levelling system. In existing installations, these systems
are necessary because a dirty headlight diffuses the strong

www.m-tech.pl
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xenon light beam, which can result in blinding other road users.
The levelling system is responsible for detecting the front and
rear axle angles, so we don’t have to remember to lower the
headlights when we pack the boot of our car solidly.
As you can deduce, a factory fitted xenon system is expensive
and was initially only fitted to luxury cars. Over time it has
become more affordable and can be found on lower end
models, but this hasn’t stopped a market developing over
the decade for kits to convert traditional halogen lighting to

New in the M-TECH offer are converters designed for factory

xenon. Popular kits, containing the necessary inverters and

xenon installations, i.e. converters which are replacements for

xenon bulbs adapted to specific halogen bulbs, are offered by

OEM parts. This product group includes over 20 items, which

M-TECH in several segments of technological advancement.

can be used in more than 200 car models. As is often the case

The best Canbus kits include, among others, XPU series

in the automotive industry, every technological solution will

converters, medium models are M-TECH Digital with Digital

one day become obsolete. Xenon in luxury cars have already

Basic converters, and the simplest kits with analogue Basic

been partially supplanted by LED lamps and their laser

converters, which cost just a fraction of the price of a factory

variants, but xenons are more common in the segment of cars

installation, but significantly increase the efficiency of

statistically most frequently seen on our roads. Awareness

headlights. The supply of these replacements is huge, which

of xenon users is increasing, the quality of the components

often leads importers to offer goods, quite a low quality. Cheap

used in these lights is improving, and at the same time their

products whose geometry does not match the focal length of

prices are falling, which makes them an attractive recipe for

the halogen bulb create a danger in traffic. The strong beam

improving travel comfort and safety.

of light is reflected chaotically, which influences the opinion
of users who assume that such products dazzle and are
not suitable for use. It is hard to deny this if the majority of

Dawid Bystroń
Product Manager

consumers opt for goods from a dubious source, however
M-TECH xenon bulbs, proven, technologically refined over the
last few years can function properly, increasing the efficiency
of headlights and extending the service life several times that
of halogen bulbs. This is due to the highly refined geometry of
the xenon bulb in relation to a normal halogen bulb, the use of
ceramic insulation so that the geometry does not change under
the influence of heat, and the metal base. A xenon lamp wears
out slowly and as the electrodes burn out, the gas pressure
inside the xenon bulb changes. As the pressure decreases, the
colour of the light changes, becoming warmer and warmer
and finally giving off a pink light. Then we are dealing with a
naturally worn out xenon bulb. Xenons should be replaced in
pairs. Otherwise, even if we replace the xenon bulb with the
same brand, differing in lifetime, they will differ in light colour.
This rule applies both to xenon bulbs dedicated to factory
discharge lamp installations, as well as xenon bulbs from the
segment of tuning accessories. What’s more, when purchasing
xenon torches for halogen bulbs, or factory fitment, users can
choose the colour of light emitted by the torch, from warm
white (4300K) to deep blue and even true blue (10000K). It is
also important to note that no solution for converting halogen
lights to xenon is road approved and their use on public roads
is prohibited in the European Union.
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Lorem ipsum

WORKSHOP
SESSION
COOPERATION WITH MOTOER ZABRZE CAR WORKSHOP
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M-TECH PRO - lamps that precisely
illuminate the workplace!
Well lit workspace is the basis of efficient and
safe operation.
What features should be taken into account
when choosing an inspection lamp?
We have tested our lamps in natural
workshop conditions!
We confirm that IL PRO is an undeniable
quality, the best materials - polycarbonate
and metal, strong light beam and unlimited
mobility!
We present the first effects of cooperation
with MOTOER specialists.
Thank you again for your time and
professional cooperation!

Photos: M-Tech

IL PRO - designed for professionals.
See for yourself!
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Social media

OUR
FACEBOOK

Why is it worth watching us?
Our profile on Facebook means product news, interesting facts and interesting contests!
Like us today and stay up to date!

e!

Scan m
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PRODUCT
news
LED SETS

LSPRO1

EAN: 5901508545633

LSPRO7

EAN: 5901508545626

LSPRO4

EAN: 5901508545640

LSPRO5

LSPRO6

ILPRO109

ILPRO307

EAN: 5901508545657

EAN: 5901508545664

LSPRO11

EAN: 5901508545671

INSPECTION LAMPS

ILPRO103

EAN: 5901508544230

www.m-tech.pl

ILPRO105

EAN: 5901508544209

EAN: 5901508544216

EAN: 5901508545886
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Product news

PRODUCT
news
LED BULBS

LB106Y

EAN: 5901508545565

XENON BULBS

ZMD1S5

EAN: 5901508510112

ZMD8S43

EAN: 5901508544193

ZMD8S6

EAN: 5901508544544

HALOGEN & AUXILIARY BULBS

Z52

Z80

Z82

Z91

Z122

Z124

Z128

Z129

EAN: 5901508511348

EAN: 5901508545114

EAN: 5901508534576

EAN: 5901508545183
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EAN: 5901508534583

EAN: 5901508545329

EAN: 5901508522153

Z120

EAN: 5901508545053

EAN: 5901508545350
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